
In a show of high-end support, brown was 
positioned front-and-center at the High Point 
furniture market. Century Furniture teamed a 

range of brown shades with whites and warm-
blue accents at their showroom entrance. Brown 
also welcomed buyers to Hickory Chair’s space, 
with a new mocha-leather sofa and velvet chair 
designed by David Phoenix. Fine Furniture 
upholstered their L’Arc Bed with a marled brown 
performance fabric. 

From pastel beige and toast to mid-tone taupe 
and camel, then on to saturated mocha and 
chocolate, brown provided the market with 
myriad options. Some looked dry and cool, help-

ing consumers who love gray see a path beyond 
it. Others were yellow-cast, working off the 
popularity of gold. 

Missing for the moment was the red side of 
brown. Expect those types to start filling in 
during early 2018. 

The growing preference for brown, which acts 
as both a color and a neutral, impacted both 
categories. On the neutral front, brown not only 
pushed gray further from the spotlight, but also 
made black-and-white duos look stark, rather 
than on-trend. On the color front, brown caused 
the rest of the palette to embrace warmth. 

T H E  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  A U T H O R I T Y  O N  T R E N D  F O R E C A S T I N G  F O R  H O M E  F U R N I S H I N G S
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Shades of brown in Bernhardt’s new Format seating concept
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The interest in warmth has already made Mil-
lennial Pink popular for décor. This pale and 
often-complex tone showed up in soft materials, 
like Mina Victory by Nourison’s embellished toss 
pillows and the blush-leather wood-frame chair 
at Century. Yet it also appeared in lighting (Jamie 
Young’s Dahlia Table Lamp in pink glass) and in 
case goods. Aiden Gray wrapped a desk com-
pletely in pink leather. Currey & Co. introduced 
the Arden Lingerie Chest and Arden Vanity and 
Mirror, both in pink. This company characterized 
the response to pink as “huge.” 

Greens moved toward warmth by way of yellow influences in shades 
like lettuce and olive that looked especially good with pops of 
bright pink. They also appealed when paired with blues, ranging from spa to cyan and 
from turquoise to petrol. These warmer blues have challenged navy’s dominance quite 
successfully over nearly a year, and will not back off for another 18-24 months. 

A minority of oranges were presented as solid colors, typically with scaled-back personali-
ties, like Wesley Hall’s tangerine hue, to keep them from looking too intense. However, 
orange was no stranger to surface designs. This key accent made paisleys, birds, florals 
and kilim-rug designs pop.

That said, purple stood out more. An iridescent-silk mid-tone violet chair was an absolute 
knock-out at Pearson, where a darker value was also seen in a velvet pouf. Orchid leather 
teamed with an abstract print in a chair that migrated from Hancock & Moore’s contract 
assortment to the residential side of the market. Lillian August for Hickory White showed a 
printed agate pattern, in shades of off-white and purple, on an upholstered chair. Century 
featured “whispers of lavender” within a neutralized vignette, while CR Laine let a vivid 
purple pillow pop on a warm-neutral sectional and Decca Home featured a dark-purple 
cushion on a chocolate wool chair.

The Trend Curve forecasted the return of purple for this time frame back in 2015. That’s 
when we included four different purple options in The Trend Curve Colors™ 2017. Now 
concrete signs of purple’s acceptance at the high end are confirming that purples—espe-
cially those with directional warmth—will play a much larger role from 2017 through 2019.

Other color notes from High Point:

• Neutrals kept company with one another, following the lead of   
   mixed media 
• Blue-gray emerged as an accent 
• Dark reds began asking for more attention
• Citron colors all but disappeared
• Yellow could not move beyond accent status
• Brown took over from lots of golds
• That said, gold metallic deepened its position

Currey & Co.’s
Arden Lingerie Chest

Ambella Home’s bench
with directional bolster arms

Green teamed with
pink in CR Laine’s cushion

A whisper of lavender
from Century Furniture
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Art Deco Returns
With the rise of global style, a tendency toward masculine palettes, patterns and 

forms spread across categories and materials. The norm for textiles became a 
coarser, nubbier and heavier personality. Wood grains looked drier and more pronounced 
on pieces with boxy silhouettes. While it has never dominated the market as fully as Mid-
Century Modern, global style has nonetheless been a driving force in décor. No wonder a 
countertrend emerged to provide balance. 

It began by alluding to femininity, expressed in pastel values. The embrace of cosmetic 
pinks soon afforded opportunities to add pale blues and greens. In High Point, light-val-
ues purples made it clear that they would also participate. Then, fabrics normally consid-
ered feminine began to pop up. Lush floral prints were one expression. Silk looks were 
another. Stiletto legs showed up more often, along with thinner profiles on upholstery 
arms and other delicate touches (see Feminine Mystique in the December 2016 issue of 
The Trend Curve).  

Now Art Deco style is joining in with offerings from multiple companies. Many of them 
were found at the High Point furniture market. A number of products at ICFF also came 
with an Art Deco vibe.

Although not specifically feminine, Art Deco style is certainly refined. And for Patrick 
Abriot, the design talent behind Fine Furniture’s Déco Collection, it also represents an alli-
ance between classicism and modernity. That makes Art Deco perfect for trend-forward 
consumers who are ready to consider elements of tradition again—so long as those ele-
ments are revamped in ways that make them approachable. 

Déco Le Cercle Dining Room 
from Fine Furniture Design
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It may seem counterintuitive to give a look that was once con-
sidered so contemporary a modern makeover. But for Art Deco 
collections debuting in High Point, adaptations were key, and the 
results were nothing short of sensational.  

Because he had been surrounded by artistic and architectural 
masterpieces in Paris and throughout France in his youth, 
Abriot had ready references for his creative process. In Déco, 
he distilled those influences down to their essence. So, items 
embrace the spirit of the Art Deco movement, while translat-
ing it into sophisticated, yet livable, pieces with:

• Clean silhouettes
• Stunning finishes
• Captivating details
• Fascinating materials: anigre veneers, lacquered brass and faux leather

Just as importantly, Déco also offers the comfort, function and scale that have become 
consumer must-haves. 

These features are vital to the future longevity that is a core expectation for nearly all 
furnishings priced above the mass-market level. That capacity to endure was top-of-mind 
for Michelle Workman as she designed Facet, a 45-piece collection in Art Deco style pre-
sented by French Heritage. Her goal was to create a line that could be passed down from 
one generation to the next. She achieved that and more.

Growing up in Hollywood, Workman also lived with Art Deco influences around her. Yet, 
instead of providing faithful representations of the era, she translated them into transi-
tional case goods and upholstery that demonstrate a creative juxtaposition of clean lines 
and curved silhouettes. Facet also embraces mixed media and mixed textures within the 
collection and even within a single piece. Most important:

• Exotic woods •  Faux shagreen 
• Glossy lacquers •  Accents of brass, copper and nickel

Conveying the rhythm of jazz and the vibrancy of the era, creative inlays in brass, copper 
and nickel took center stage in Walker Zanger’s new Ellington tile collection. These details 
accompanied tiles with glazed or directional matte finishes.

Although the Art Deco movement was technically over by the 1940s, elements 
like dynamic curves, undulating lines and horizontal shapes remained relevant. 
Associated not only with prosperity, but also with a focus on the future, they 
were embraced within 1940s industrial design. 

Modern Streamline, new from Caracole, tapped into that design aesthetic 
with items like the Modern Streamline Nightstand. This half-moon-shaped 
piece, made of fumed-and-figured eucalyptus, finished in Aged Bourbon with 
a high sheen, has two rounded drawers sitting atop a smoked-bronze metal 
frame. Drawers have smoked-bronze-metal pulls, and interiors are finished in 
dark chocolate paint. Modern Streamline Entertainment has strong horizon-
tal lines. This rectangular case, also made of eucalyptus, has a strong curve 
around one end. 

Left and Right Images: 
Michelle Workman’s Hanky Panky 

Slipper Chair and Highland Bar
for French Heritage

Pierre, from Walker Zanger’s
Ellington tile collection
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A handful of other companies alluded to Art Deco, as well. Like the collec-
tions above, these pieces took an updated approach. Some played with pro-
portion, while others used elements unexpectedly or adopted new rhythms:

• Steps on the trapezoidal Aviano Alabaster Lamp, from Barclay Butera  
 for Bradburn Home, alluded to the style
• A black-and-white pattern, made of carved bone and black resin on   
 the Labyrinth chest at Bernhardt, recalled patterns in Art Deco floor tile 
• Arms on Nathan Anthony’s Ghedi sofa played with the rhythm and   
 placement of steps
• Framed posters from Iconic Pineapple tapped into themes from the   
 era, like travel and transportation   
• The Parliament Chair from Jessica Charles featured a Deco-inspired   
 cityscape pattern on the back of an upholstered chair
• In Past & Future, a Murano glass lighting collection designed by Piet Hein Eek  
 for Veronese, remaining pieces from fixtures made in the 1930s-1960s, many   
 with an Art Deco vibe, were given new life as 21st-century lighting 

Michelle Workman believes that the time is right for an Art Deco revival. She points out 
that almost a century has passed since Art Deco’s heyday. Even the Hollywood glamour 
trends of the early 2000’s are behind us by more than a decade. Caracole says that, 
while the lines and forms of this era are timeless, Art Deco style historically reflects 
a time of change and economic progress, both of which have parallels today. Walker 
Zanger adds that Art Deco design employed metalwork and inlays to create sophisti-
cated interiors, so it’s a perfect match for today’s extreme interest in metals.

As the economy improves and aging Millennial consumers seek out styles that are more 
mature than Mid-Century Modern, an incoming acceptance of furnishings that are a 
bit dressed up is gathering momentum. Art Deco style will benefit from these shifts. 
Expect Art Deco appeal to stay at the high end through mid-2018, and then emerge at 
more-moderate price points for 2019. 

Finishing Touches
Mixed materials are still on-trend, with the market asking for even more. 

Finishes add to the “wow” factor of those materials, enhancing their status. 
Metallics have been the top finish so far, but other options are poised to chal-
lenge it, starting with gesso. This matte, pasty-white concoction has never been 
used quite like it was in High Point. 

At Henredon, gesso covered wood on a new nightstand with horizontal texture, 
as though the mixture had been applied with a wide paintbrush. Emporium 
Home’s Stag Console and Stag End Table came with a chalk-gesso finish giving 
these pieces a soft, velvety hand. A gesso technique seen on a chest from Univer-
sal’s Postscript collection, designed by Alexander Julian, mimicked a linen weave. 

Bernhardt’s Arbor End Table layered a trowel-textured, chalky-white gesso finish 
over resin in a faux-bois shape, with a steel frame below. At Hooker, a white-plas-

Caracole’s Modern
Streamline Nightstand

Aviano Alabaster Lamp 
from Barkley Butera for 

Bradburn Home

From the Past & 
Future collection 

from Veronese

Emporium Home’s Stag End
Table with chalk-gesso finish
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ter accent finish on the Urban Elevation 3-Drawer 
Chest was also noteworthy. Similarly, Hancock & 
Moore’s Lacquer Painted Series used lacquer with 
a matte sheen, which was hammered and chiseled, 
resulting in a weathered finish.  

This was just one of an increasing number of uses 
for lacquer, ranging from rustic to dressed up. 
Century Furniture’s new Windsor Smith collection 

included the stunningly simple black-lacquer Elixir Bar 
Cart, sized perfectly for urban residences, with a high-
gloss finish. Cooper Classics applied a similar sheen level to their lacquered mirror. Mod-
shop credenzas used lacquer in pastel shades of blush pink and warm blue. 

The luster level was lower on Henredon’s lacquered chest. This piece got noticed for not 
only its directional plum color, but also for the metal studs and other embellishments that 
decorated it. Emporium Home says the satin-lacquer finish on their Billingsley Desk offers 
a chic alternative that isn’t as punchy as piano-finished lacquer. 

It’s interesting to note that lacquer wasn’t limited to wood. Barbara Barry for Baker fea-
tured a lacquered-linen layer on a nightstand. Jamie Young lacquered metal pendants, 
saying that doing so adds a touch of glam. Vanguard showed a 1960s-inspired lamp with 
lacquer on the brass. 

Other materials with unique looks and textures made products feel special. Shagreen has 
been one of the top go-to materials to fill this role for some time. It took a Captain-May-I 
giant step forward in April:

• Jamie Young’s Raymond Box teamed Black faux shagreen with silver leaf

• The Cairo Pearl Lamp, which has a pyramid-shaped base, featured white shagreen

• Kir Royale, a cabinet in the Facet collection from French Heritage, interrupted a   
 faux-diamond patterned red shagreen shin with a thin metal inlay

• Lillian August’s Delmont Desk for Hickory White had shagreen on the drawer fronts

• Harper Collection tables from Palecek added faux-shagreen tops in a whitewash   
 finish over hardwood frames

At the same time, faux parchment or vellum (parchment is made of calf, goat or sheep 
skin, while vellum is exclusively calf skin) began to challenge shagreen. Hickory Chair 
wrapped an octagonal table with parchment, teaming this material with an eglomisé top. 
Stanley’s Panavista Drum Table was covered in graphite parchment. Hooker Furniture’s 
Boheme collection included faux-vellum tables in two sizes, detailed with nail-head trim. 

Mirror continued to trend in several personalities, including antique and eglomisé. How-
ever, glass that is not mirrored began stealing some of mirror’s thunder with emerging 
reverse-painted techniques. Bernhardt presented a coffee table with screen-printed glass 
that referenced the look of wood. Caracole’s In The End accent table topped a metal base 
with glass that featured silver-leaf painting, giving it a blue-green cast. Henredon teamed 
gesso-finished wood with a hazy, silvered milk-glass top. The transition from a preference 
for mirror to reverse-painted glass will be in full swing by the time 2018 is over.

Henredon coated this chest
with plum-colored lacquer

Barbara Barry for Baker’s
lacquered-linen nightstand

Jamie Young’s Raymond Box
in shagreen and silver leaf

Hickory Chair teamed
parchment and eglomisé
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Also of note:

• Matte finishes kept popping up (lamp bases at Barbara  
 Cosgrove showed the look best); expect growth into  
 2020

• Acrylic continued to appeal everywhere it was used,  
 but really got noticed as cabriole legs on Caracole’s Keep      
 Me Posted console in neo-traditional style

• Metal had new showoff tendencies: used as inlays, perforated and  
 mesh textures, dimpling or hammering and German silver with 3-D   
 patterns (enhanced by hand-stamped texture at Universal) 

• Semiprecious stones did not slow down; favorite new piece: Handley Drive’s    
 Star Lamp, made with quartz

• Beads proved they can look authentic, not crafty, in lighting and mirrors from Palecek

Salone del Mobile Milano
Salone del Mobile is a trade fair that overwhelms, as what is going on outside of the 

vast fairground (Fuorisalone) and all over Milan (in to-die-for installations) is must-see 
design that requires cloning. One week is not enough.

This spring color, technology, innovation and livability catapulted new outdoor furnishings 
beyond conventional expectations. Furniture frames made of woven materials refused to 
remain quietly in the background. From chunky sweater-knit looks (newly made from wide 
strips of Sunbrella or other synthetics) and tightly woven polypropylene (sometimes in 
explosive color combinations) to open grids or geometric designs, these woven structures 
acted as both frame and fabric. This was completely new. 

In fact, the art of braiding and weaving was the core theme of the booth designed by 
Patricia Urquiola and Patrizia Moroso. It featured an arresting display of new and existing 
pieces in the M’Afrique collection. It was lit so the bold colors glowed and the spotlight on 
these tactile textures invited touch. 

Kenneth Cobonpue took a fanciful approach with his Peacock chair, a sinuous tall-back 
chair in almost iridescent blue and green, like the plumage that inspired it. Even 

a more conventional, yet shapely ottoman came alive in a pretty coral shade.

Sometimes woven structures took on whimsical notes, as in 
Stephen Burks amusing lantern collection called The Others 
for Dedon. The playful, sculptural pieces are anthropomor-

phic, with handmade acrylic “eyes.” They can go solo or be 
arranged in totem-like stacks.

Dazzling weaves, unlike anything seen for outdoors before, were a 
staple at the off-grounds Paola Lenti exhibition. She created popcorn 

effects, evocative of the tufts seen on a needlepoint canvas, where much of the ground 

Palecek’s Sadie 
Beaded Mirror

Handley Drive’s 
quartz-studded Star Lamp

A chunky weave made from 
tubular knit fabric in the Arena 
daybed, designed by Gordon 

Guillaumier for Roda
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is bare. Shots of color were eye catching against a natural-
canvas ground. The removable upholstery covers, made 
of Lenti’s signature Kimia fabric (which is hand-embroi-
dered with flat braids in rope yarn) were available in 
hundreds of solid and two-color shades. Her fabrics 
were an extension of other signature textiles and rugs.

And Patricia Urquiola, who one can’t imagine gets any 
sleep at all between designing showrooms and exhi-
bitions spaces, hotels (in Milan and Lake Como) and 
plenty of furniture, launched outdoor rugs at Gan. These 
charming pieces, which come in shades of blue, terra 
cotta or gray, simply take performance textiles to a new 
level via the handcrafted looks of knitting, crocheting and hand-looming.

Just as trade-fair attendees got used to drooling over weaves, they were asked to turn 
their attention to equally amazing designs utilizing other materials. Case in point: outdoor 
collections from Paola Navone for Baxter and Gervasoni. One stunning sofa immediately 
caught the eye. It was made of indigo outdoor leather with a kid-glove hand, in easy 
going lines.  Fully upholstered sofas and sectionals reached a new comfort level, and 
Dedon’s new Brixx collection used color blocking to achieve an extra décor boost.

Molded furniture in polypropylene, resin and polyurethane also competed for the spot-
light. Modern, curvy ottomans from Karim Rashid met baroque tables and stools at Slide. 
And Philippe Starck’s rolled-arm Bubble club sofa at Kartell proved that its styling is 
ageless—especially in new shades. Kartell also introduced new stackable dining chairs in 
glossy and matte finishes, plus a tabletop by Patricia Urquiola that mimicked pressed glass 
and stoneware in soft pastels.

Brands like Missoni and Roberto Cavalli, of course, take more of a lifestyle approach, and 
mixing materials is no surprise here, with extensions of their home lines for the outdoors. 
With Missoni, it’s largely about color and signature patterns, like the iconic zigzag in a 
sofa and bold stripes on a pouf. Cavalli’s first outdoor collection featured a beautiful 
woven chaise lounge and fetching palm prints in an unexpected range of pinks (as well as 
greens). 

One surface design, stretched over the 
metal frame, sported a fashion-forward 
plum and white pattern. The same shade 
surfaced at Coro, on a white powder-coated, 
aluminum-framed sofa. These were just a 
few of the signals seen in Milan indicating 
that the purple family will have a role outside 
the home, as well as inside, by the time 2018 
is over. 

Animal-skin patterns appeared in a number 
of collections. So did wood-grain looks. 
Even newer, though, was an emerging trend 

The Others, by 
Stephen Burks 

for Dedon

Kenneth Cobonpue’s
Peacock Arm Chair

Paola Lenti Spezie featured pops 
of color over a neutral ground Karim Rashid’s new sinuous Rap chair 

for Slide, shown in Malva Green

Shapes were bold, as in Ron 
Arad’s adaptation of the Big Easy 

chair that he previously did for 
Moroso, now in a striking cobalt 

blue outdoor version.
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toward teaming patterns with solids. This was obvious in many new seating collections, 
including Clea from Coro, designed by Matteo Nuziati, with contrasting back and seat 
cushions for a sophisticated, mix-and-match sensibility. 

Similarly, the mix of materials in outdoor pieces was particularly profound, especially con-
crete and metal, concrete and wood (with ipe gaining on teak) or teak and metal. How-to-
mix lessons were abundant, and some familiar, yet unexpected additions to the outdoors 
stood out: 

• Patterned, graphic stones  
•  More marble  
• Glazed lava stone
• Mottled metals, some in vibrant hues, such as the oxidized looks of green  
 and turquoise at Paola Lenti with DeCastelli
• Dalmatian-spotted stone pieces paired with simple terracotta mushroom  
 stools at Baxter 

Accessories with lush foliage made the sprawling Paola Lenti exhibition as much about 
mood-setting in the lifestyle vignettes as it was about eye candy. This was why another 

remote exhibit earned high praise on Ins-
tagram. The Invisible Collection unveiled 
“Le Refuge,” an installation part of “the 
imaginary world of LA-based designer 
Marc Ange,” in the garden of La Medi-
ateca di Santa Teresa, located in the heart 
of Milan. 

A teak platform below candy-pink cush-
ions, shaded by an outrageous canopy of 
matching pink palm fronds, this display 
brought smiles to all who took it in. It’s 
available in limited edition.

An orchid retro-print back cushion 
with a solid seat in the Clea sofa 
from Matteo Nunziati for Coro

Roberto Cavalli’s first outdoor 
collection in dark flamingo and 

burgundy orchid

Paola Lenti’s Farnienti hammock, in multicolor 
yarn-rope fabric, with mattress in berry and plum

Pretty-in-pink outdoor
collection from Marc Ange
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NY Tabletop
 

The New York tabletop market had a festive air this Spring as more and more manu-
facturers acknowledged how much consumers enjoy cooking, eating and entertain-

ing with family and friends at home. This lifestyle trend, which has been building since 
the Great Recession, has become even more legitimate, given the Millennial embrace 
of authentic experiences. At the recent Tabletop market, the growing status of at-home 
entertaining resulted in inspired introductions.

Urban Story Collection, from Libbey, was designed for small-space, urban environments 
that are typical of Millennial consumers. Items like beverageware, stacking beer glasses, 
multifunctional nesting/serving bowls and trays were created from various materials—like 
glass, ceramic, marble and carbonized acacia wood—that can be used together to tell a 
mixed-media story. Orrefors’ Street Serveware, a line of contemporary crystal and acacia-
wood serving and entertaining pieces, expanded this time with the addition of a modern 
salad bowl. 

Dinnerware patterns also offered meaningful extensions to capture some of the home-
entertaining business. Most important was a long list of attractive and useful 
serving pieces, including several platter sizes, bowls and specialty items. 
Mikasa, Dansk and Wedgwood, three companies that showed enter-
tain-at-home extensions best, designed their new options to add 
not only variety, but also fun and adventure to serving.
 
Special emphasis was given to barware in New York. This 
was in recognition of the growing popularity of wine tast-
ings. The mixology trend, which has spilled over from res-
taurants and bars into homes, was another factor in the growth of 
cocktail glasses. Just like glasses for wine and beer, they are increas-
ingly specialized. 

Even for barware, line extensions were the norm. Products for serving—cutting boards, 
divided snack trays and accessories like whimsical cheese knives—joined with handsome 
bar tools to ignite this once-basic (but now on-fire) category. The most elegant bar set, 
at Ralph Lauren, came in a travel case inspired by a 1938 Bugatti automobile, with sleek 
curves and wood accents. 

From Libbey’s Urban
Story Collection

Orrefors’ Street 
Serveware

River Rock, new from Wilton 
Armetale, featured dimpled metal

Maritime barware
debuted at Mikasa
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A further foray into entertaining came from the 
reinvention of oven-to-table cookware and 
bakeware. The metal bowl and trays in Wilton 
Armetale’s River Rock, for example, feature a 
dimpled-texture surface. Each piece can with-
stand temperatures of up to 1,000 degrees 
without damaging the finish. They are freezer 
safe, and can go directly from oven to table. At 
Libbey, add-ons like seagrass covers emphasize 
their decorative, rather than functional, side. 

These enhancements assured a place for oven-to-table pieces on any casual-dining or 
buffet table, while still serving up practical cooking and baking utility, as well as cold-tem-
perature storage.

Most oven-to-table glass remained clear. Meanwhile, color was ubiquitous for drinkware 
across product lines. As companions to dinnerware, colored-glass drinkware enlivened 
the table. In stand-alone roles, it enhanced specialty drinks and brought a celebratory 
element to wine and champagne tastings. While a range of colors appeared throughout 
the market, hues in The W Collection, new from Waterford were especially trend-right. 
Contemporary silhouettes in this line came in fern (green), sky (blue), shale (smoke) and 
directional heather (purple).

While glasses for beer did not add color, they did add elegance. This came in response to 
the still-rising passion for craft beers, and the desire to serve specialty ales and beers to 
friends and family when entertaining. 

Beer wasn’t the only category looking a bit dressed up. Champagne coupes (also called 
champagne saucers), which have been variously associated with the Art Deco, Roaring 
Twenties and Prohibition eras, confirmed that they have gone beyond the emerging stage. 
These stylish glasses are definitely back. What about champagne flutes? They got dressed 
up in their own way, with sparkle and shine from gold-metallic accents. 

 Artisinal 

Ceramic glazes were the indisputable stars of the Tabletop market, making a splash 
with the reintroduction of old-fashioned Lusterware. Makers like Mikasa led the way. 

This company showed it as bronze-metallic accents on deep-blue dinnerware.

At the same time, iridescent glassware, which has been emerging for about a year, took 
solid steps forward with the introduction of Mikasa Coronado. This collection of wine, 
flute, highball and double old-fashioned glasses combines a hammered texture with a 

luster finish. 
 
Hand in hand with Lusterware go reactive glazes, so-called because their 
random design occurs when an acid- or liquid-metallic element is added, caus-
ing a reaction during the glazing process. That reaction alters a one-dimen-
sional glaze into a multi-dimensional one.
 
The increase in glazing techniques felt like a response to the consumer’s 

W Collection glasses from Waterford
in fern, sky, shale and heather

Monogramming tableware 
and barware is a clear answer 

to Millenials’ insistence on 
personalization. Six font styles 

are available for that purpose in 
Lenox’s “ID Collection” of casual 
dinnerware, which carries over 

into wine and barware.

Coronado luster drinkware,
in clear, from Mikasa
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growing interest in artisanal 
products, where no two are 
alike. For tableware, this trend 
got its start several years ago, 
when unusual dinnerware 
shapes came on the scene. At 
the April market, the focus was 
turning to glazes. 

Vietri featured reactive glazes 
on Reactive Leaves, avail-
able in five different shapes. 
These pieces, which covered 
a range of sizes and included 
one pierced tropical leaf, were 
shown as wall decorations. Mikasa offered a wide range of artisanal glazes and textures on 
stoneware for the table. In one case, a high-fired terracotta pattern called Daniela, offered 
in blue, gray or white, extended its decorative lace motifs onto the backside of each plate, 
bowl or cup in this five-piece set. 
 
With or without unique glazes, color charged up dinnerware pieces by pushing the 
options for colored rims, a trend that was also noticed at Ambiente in Frankfurt earlier this 
year. Villeroy & Boch highlighted six coordinated colors in Colorful Life. As if painted by a 
broad brushstroke, colors like Winter Sky, Lemon Pie and Natural Cotton banded plates 
and mugs.

When it came to surface design, florals and exotic patterns inspired by faraway lands were 
the highlight of the market. Wonderlust from Wedgwood was a standout. Inspired by the 
wonders of travel, London, Nymphenburg, Kyoto, Nepal, Hanoi and Xiaolan all cast their 
magic spell through the teacups and saucers, mugs, picture frames, gift bowls, gift trays 
and bespoke tea blends found in this gifting suite. 

Closer to home, Kate Spade for Lenox drew on local color with Union Square. This col-
lection celebrated the oldest and most-famous of Farmers Markets held in New York City 
with whimsical illustrations. Other introductions of note:

Vietri’s Reactive Leaves collection Selections from Villeroy & Boch’s Colorful Life series

Wedgewood’s Wonderlust
gifting suite

The Moby collection
was new for Dansk•  Vista Alegre’s delightfully   

 whimsical porcelain objects,   
 some with beaks or trunks

•  Moby, from Dansk, in decidedly  
 non-coastal neutrals

•  Wide bands on soft-square and  
 round dinnerware, filled with   
 foulard-scale motifs, from   
 Limoges

•  Richard Ginori’s Domus pattern,  
 a geometric recalling Etruscan  
 motifs, came in deep blue and  
 directional brown
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Wanted Design/
ICFF
ICFF, the International Contem-

porary Furniture Fair, has been 
around for years. Wanted Design 
is a new, smaller show that takes 
place at the same time. Both are 
venues for elevated design and 

myriad trends. If you had begun to wonder 
whether concrete had gone the way of past 
trend materials, a day at Wanted Design and ICFF would make the answer clear. Concrete 
is here for at least another two years.  

For some products, concrete played a supporting role within a broader materials mix. Still, 
it added such a modern touch that concrete stood out as the key detail. Case in point: 
District Eight’s Kimbell Dining Table. Inspired by the architecture of the Kimbell Museum, 
legs on this table combined hand-crafted wood, concrete, steel and brass elements, 
which support a top made of solid oak. Their Salk Console has legs made completely of 
concrete in classic grey or acid-stained black. 

C-210, a console from Stefan Rurak Studio, seamlessly integrates three elemental materi-
als: steel, wood and concrete. The top and drawer faces are cast concrete, as is the con-
crete base that acts as a cantilever. 

In most cases, however, concrete was the main attraction. Vako Design, showing in the 
Launchpad section of Wanted Design, says they favor this material because it is long-
lasting, making it sustainable. This company’s Concrescence hexagonal modular wall tiles 
come in standard gray or colored pigments. 

At Lyon Béton, concrete has been used to create furniture and decorative accessories for 
years. At ICFF, it also filled the role of trend-right artist’s canvas, with tables and wall art 
decorated in street-art designs from well-known names, like RNST and Chinoir under their 
new brand, FRAG. 

Placed at the center of concrete benches that formed a 
seating ring, the Eclipse concrete fire pit, from Sticks & 
Stones furniture, tapped into two other trends at the fair: 
circles and space. 

Circles and discs were everywhere this year, but the inspi-
ration that brought them to product forms and surface 
designs varied. For example, color wheels inspired the pat-
terns on Reform 1 and Reform 2 rugs at Lim + Lu. A series 
of overlapping circles, each with a marble-inspired texture, 
created a play of high and low in floor coverings that are 
meant to fit next to one another to extend the circles to fit 
your space. 

Concrete made District Eight’s
mixed-materials story feel modern

Chanoir’s Angel Cats concrete
wall art from FRAG by Lyon Béton

Umbra’s Hoop
Magazine Rack
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Elish Warlop Design Studio debuted the Hoop Shade Sconce, with moon-like linen shades 
that sit within articulating metal hoops inspired by hoop skirts of the early 1900s. Another 
hoop design, Umbra’s Hoop Magazine Rack, spoke to a minimalist aesthetic via faceted 
rods welded together to display favorite magazines or records.

Some circles connected with outer-space inspiration that was also a stand-alone trend 
at ICFF, especially in lighting. ChronaLights, for example, were new from Graypants. This 
series of dish pendants created a luminous glow through spun-brass and acrylic diffusers. 
Suitable for both horizontal and vertical orientations, discs can be clustered together to 
make stunning constellations.

At Hollis & Morris, the Rise Sconce nestled light between two mediums, a smaller wooden 
circle, which is placed asymmetrically over a brushed-brass (or copper) plate. The resulting 
appearance recalls an early morning sunrise. 

Zilbers Design’s Star Light took a more geometric approach in pendants that 
invited users to “bring a small part of the galaxy into your living room…” Star 
Light’s angular shape was inspired by origami folding, while its perforated holes 
drew upon the magnificent sights of the Milky Way. 

Yield’s Lunar Sconce, available in both centered and asymmetrical versions, was 
made from a custom solid-surface mosaic disc, a white glass globe and brass 
hardware.

Space was a trend topic just a few years ago, with a penchant for whimsy that 
included rockets and Saturn’s rings, among other elements. As it returns, it is 
exhibiting a more sophisticated and elegant character that will allow it access to 
more decorating styles than before. Expect to see hints of space throughout the 
coming three years.

A sense of outer space in
ChronaLights, from Graypants

Starlight, from Zilbers Design, took a
geometric approach to the cosmos

The Rise sconce,
from Hollis & Morris
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June and July mark a time when work 
usually slows down for Members of The 

Trend Curve’s subscriber family. But for the 
#trendcurveteam, we are ready to kick into 
high gear. 

The Showtime textile market begins on June 
4 in High Point, North Carolina. People who 
select fabrics for upholstered furniture shown 
during the High Point furniture market come 
back to High Point to see the newest fabric, 
leather and trim options. The ones they like 
best will end up covering new upholstered 
pieces at the next furniture market. 

If you are attending Showtime on Monday 
June 5, stop by to hear my seminar, Trends 

Mean Business, at 10am.

We’ll hit two shows in Chicago during June. 
NeoCon is on our list almost every year. Our 
mission at this contract, commercial and hos-
pitality show is to find prospective crossover 
trends with the potential to impact future 
home-interiors products. Julie Smith will be 
on-hand to cover this event. 

Every year we add something new to our 
trade-show schedule, so please let us know if 
there is a show you want us to attend. Tech-
textil North America is one of the new addi-
tions to our 2017 lineup. When it opens at 
McCormick Place on June 20, Steve Borsch 
will be there. This show is focused on tech-
nology (which is Steve’s specialty) and how it 
is being applied to textiles. If you are excited 
about the future of smart textiles and the 
potential for technology to change home-fur-
nishings fabrics, you’ll want to read his report 
in the next issue of The Trend Curve. 

Near the end of the month, I’ll head to 
Portugal for Guimaraes Home Fashion Week. 
I’m looking forward to talking trend with the 
bedding, cushion, towel and kitchen-textiles 
companies participating in this second-
annual event. 

July starts a series of gift and home furnish-
ings markets that are so important to many 
of our Members. I’m covering the Atlanta gift 
market at Americasmart. Meanwhile, Doug 
Thayer is set to cover rug market color, tex-
ture and design trends. 

Later in July, I’ll head to the Las Vegas 
Market. You’ll find me trend-spotting in all 
the buildings, but on Monday, July 31, you 
can see me in the Building C seminar room, 
along with Leigh Ann Schwatzkopf of Look-
out Marketing. Our seminar, Taking Stock 

of Retail: Trends and Takeaways is all about 
retail reconnaissance. Come and learn about 
why it’s vital, what you glean from it and how 
to make it easy. I hope you will join us if you 
are attending the Las Vegas Market! 

If you are planning to be any of these mar-
kets and would like to say hello in person, 
email michellelamb@trendcurve.com so we 
can connect. And if your start to the summer 
has no trade shows on the schedule at all, 
don’t worry! We’ll fill you in with the latest 
color and design trends on our blog, or you 
can keep track of us on Twitter and Instagram 
(@trendcurve) or on Facebook (thetrend-
curve). Or just search for #trendcurveteam 
on any of those platforms to read our posts 
while we are at the markets. 

The Last Word
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